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Abstract: This paper presents a proposal of measuring uncertain modelling referred
to a geometrical model obtained from a Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). The
measurement of objects by CMM is achieved considering a particular region of measure-
ment described through a set of �nitely many points which de�nes the ideal reference
mesh and it is exposed to, at least, three kinds of error: systematical, aleatory and
rounding error. For each point of this mesh is associated the measure error bounds.
Those ones have two components: error direction, and error numerical value. The mea-
sure error bound identi�cation, as showed in this paper, makes possible to know about
the best region to measure a speci�c object with smallest error bound.

Key Words: mathematical modelling, interval computing, measure uncertainty, co-
ordinate measure machine.
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1 Introduction

Measures obtained from a CMM (Coordinate Measuring Machine) makes able
the set of numerical features of the object. This instrument, the CMM, as de-
scribed in [Alves 1996], makes possible the point-by-point metrological recogni-
tion by the grouping of the constituent surfaces of the object.

The measurement of objects by coordinates measuring is achieved considering
a particular measurement region, that is de�ned by the displacement system of
the mobile parts of the CMM. This measurement is submitted to, at least, three
kinds of error: systematical, aleatory and rounding error.

The systematical error changes according to a determined rule. It can be de-
termined by the CMM self-veri�cation software. The aleatory error is caused by
alterations (not perceptible) of the instrument, of the object to be measured, of
the environment and of the users. These errors can not be determined separately
but, nevertheless, can be caught quantitatively. On the other hand, the rounding
error [see Kulisch 1981] is inherent to hardware and, by this, its monitoration
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depends on numerical methods and techniques of scienti�c computation. The
problem at issue can be associated to, at least, two subproblems: control of the
aleatory and control of the rounding error.

This paper presents a strategy to control the aleatory and rounding errors
through the knowledge of the error bounds associated to di�erent positions of
the measurement region.

2 Basic Concepts

The study e�orts presented here were concentrated on bidimensional measure
region (2D region), i.e., on regions which can be described by a �nite set of points
(xi; yj), where xi; yj are real numbers, i = 1; :::;mx, j = 1; :::;my. This set de�nes
the mesh called the reference mesh of the measurement region, denoted by Setxy.

Setxy := Setx � Sety

where Setx := fxi j i = 1; :::;mxg, Sety := fyj j j = 1; :::;myg and the in-
tegers mx;my are the numbers of the x-coordinates and of the y-coordinates,
respectively.

The error veri�cation, associated to the di�erent positions of the measure-
ment region, is characterized by a correlation between the numerical value of the
error, and its direction.

Then, each point of the reference mesh su�er a displacement which is asso-
ciated to a numerical value (that expresses the amount of error associated to
each point of this) and to a direction vector. On the following section these error
measure components will be discussed.

3 The Components of the Measure Error

3.1 The Numerical Value

To obtain the numerical value of the error associated with the point (xi; yj) of
the reference mesh the folowing set is considered:

Setxy := f([x](i;j) ; [y](i;j))j [x](i;j) =
h
minM

(i;j)
x ; maxM

(i;j)
x

i
;

[y]
(i;j)

=
h
minM

(i;j)
y ; maxM

(i;j)
y

i
g;

where M
(i;j)
x = fx(i;j)1 ; x

(i;j)

2 ; : : : ; x
(i;j)
n g and M

(i;j)
y = fy(i;j)1 ; y

(i;j)

2 ;

: : : ; y
(i;j)
n g contain the x- and y-coordinates, respectively, of the measurements

for the reference mesh point (xi; yj) [see Tab. 1].

In fact, the Setxy is formed by intervals vectors ([x]i; [y]j), the two com-
ponents of wich are intervals of uncertainty of measurements. The use of such
vectors make able the control of the rounding and aleatory error, because the
measured values are framed inside an interval.
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measurement measured value
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2 x
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2 y
(i;j)

2

3 x
(i;j)

3 y
(i;j)

3

: : : : : : : : :

n x
(i;j)
n y

(i;j)
n

Table 1: Measured values for the point (xi; yj) of the reference mesh

Then, the numerical value of the measurement error associated to the point
(xi; yj) is denoted by "(i;j) and it is calculated through the formula:

"(i;j) =
�3xi

+�3yj
�2xi

+�2yj
;

where
�xi =

w([x]i)

2
; �yj =

w([y]j)

2
; w([x]i) = maxM

(i;j)
x �minM

(i;j)
x ;

w([y]j) = maxM
(i;j)
y �minM

(i;j)
y :

The proof is collected in the Appendix.

3.2 The Direction

The direction of the error is obtained by the identi�cation of the translation
vector, denoted by T xiyj , with origin (xi; yj) and extremity (xi + Txi ; yj + Tyj ).
Txi = m[x]i � xi; Tyj = m[y]j � yj ;

m[x]i =
maxM(i;j)

x +minM(i;j)
x

2

m[y]j =
maxM(i;j)

y +minM(i;j)
y

2
:

4 Example of Application

Given the sets Setxy and Setxy, the numerical values of the measurement error

("(i;j)) and the translation vectors (T xiyj ) associated to each point (xi; yj) (see
Table 2).
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Setxy measured value Setxy T xiyj

xi yj M(i;j)
x M(i;j)

y [x]i [y]j Txi Tyj "(i;j)

0 0 0:0001 0:0000 [0:0001; 0:0003] [0:0000; 0:0002] 0:0002 0:0001 0:0002

0:0003 0:0002

1 0 �1:0002 0:0000 [�1:0002;�1:0001] [0:0000; 0:0001] �2:0001 0:0000 �1:0001

�1:0001 0:0001

2 0 2:0000 0:0000 [2:0000; 2:0000] [0:0000; 0:0000] 0:0000 0:0000 2:0000

2:0000 0:0000

3 0 3:0000 0:0001 [3:0000; 3:0001] [0:0001; 0:0007] 0:0000 0:0004 3:0001

3:0001 0:0007

4 0 4:0000 0:0000 [4:0000; 4:0001] [0:0000; 0:0001] 0:0001 0:0000 4:0001

4:0001 0:0001

0 1 �0:0003 1:0000 [�0:0003;�0:0002] [1:0000; 1:0001] �0:0003 0:0001 1:0000

�0:0002 1:0001

1 1 1:0004 1:0008 [1:0004; 1:0005] [1:0008; 1:0009] 0:0004 0:0009 1:0007
1:0005 1:0009

2 1 �2:0002 1:0006 [�2:0002; 2:0004] [1:0006; 1:0008] �1:9999 0:0007 1:0007

2:0004 1:0008

3 1 �3:0003 1:0008 [�3:0003;�3:0002] [1:0008; 1:0009] �6:0002 0:0009 �2:5996

�3:0002 1:0009

4 1 �4:0002 1:0011 [�4:0002;�4:0001] [1:0011; 1:0012] �8:0001 0:0011 �3:7053

�4:0001 1:0012

0 2 �0:0004 2:0000 [�0:0004;�0:0003] [2:0000; 2:0000] �0:0003 0:0000 2:0000

�0:0003 2:0000

1 2 �1:0002 2:0011 [�1:0002;�1:0002] [2:0011; 2:0012] �2:0002 0:0012 1:4012

�1:0002 2:0012

2 2 2:0000 2:0008 [2:0000; 2:0001] [2:0008; 2:0009] 0:0000 0:0008 2:0005

2:0001 2:0009

3 2 �3:0004 2:0003 [�3:0004;�3:0002] [2:0003; 2:0006] �6:0003 0:0005 �1:4613

�3:0002 2:0006

4 2 �4:0003 2:0000 [�4:0003;�4:0002] [2:0000; 2:0001] �8:0002 0:0000 �2:8003

�4:0002 2:0001

0 3 0:0000 3:0000 [0:0000; 0:0000] [3:0000; 3:0000] 0:0000 0:0000 3:0000

0:0000 3:0000

1 3 �1:0003 3:0008 [�1:0003;�1:0002] [3:0008; 3:0009] �2:0003 0:0008 2:6008

�1:0002 3:0009

2 3 2:0000 3:0007 [2:0000; 2:0001] [3:0007; 3:0008] 0:0000 0:0007 2:6929

2:0001 3:0008

3 3 3:0002 3:0009 [3:0002; 3:0003] [3:0009; 3:0009] 0:0002 0:0009 3:0006

3:0003 3:0009

4 3 4:0002 3:0010 [4:0002; 4:0002] [3:0010; 3:0011] 0:0002 0:0010 3:6404

4:0002 3:0011

0 4 0:0000 4:0000 [0:0000; 0:0000] [4:0000; 4:0000] 0:0000 0:0000 4:0000

0:0000 4:0000

1 4 1:0008 4:0016 [1:0008; 1:0009] [4:0016; 4:0017] 0:0009 0:0016 3:8250

1:0009 4:0017

2 4 2:0000 4:0009 [2:0000; 2:0000] [4:0009; 4:0010] 0:0000 0:0009 3:6009

2:0000 4:0010

3 4 3:0005 4:0007 [3:0005; 3:0006] [4:0007; 4:0009] 0:0006 0:0008 3:6407
3:0006 4:0009

4 4 4:0000 4:0001 [4:0000; 4:0001] [4:0001; 4:0002] 0:0001 0:0001 4:0001

4:0001 4:0002

Table 2: Setxy, Setxy and Estimates of Error "(i;j) and T xiyj

For instance, if we want to put in this mesh a square, passing by four points
and without points in the center, we must put this above and right-hand of the
mesh because the error will be smaller (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Vector map
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Figure 2: Contour map

Even so, there is a distortion of the square because there is a translation
error. Besides, there is an uncertainty error of the measure associated to each
point and it is also smaller in this region of the mesh.

5 Remarks

This paper look at the practical issues of using computers in the di�cult pro-
cess of re-build objects from its numerical features measured by a coordinate
measuring machine.
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The process works with ill-formed, ambiguous and vague ideas. This ambi-
guity and inaccuracy are carried over into the geometrical representation of such
objects.

Despite these problems, the proposal of modelling presented here might be
improved in a way. This way results of a strong interlink between scienti�c visu-
alization and scienti�c computing. Informally, visualization is the transformation
of data or information into pictures.

According to [Schroeder 1996] scienti�c visualization is the formal name given
to the �eld of computer science that encompasses user interface, data repre-
sentation and processing algorithms, visual representations, and other sensory
presentations such as sound or touch.

In this sense, this paper presents the �rst part of a graphical environment
design oriented to the scienti�c visualization of the CMM's error bound.

Nowadays, a mathematical modelling of measuring uncertainty referred of
such machines was build. Because the real problem demands, the distortion
error has the highest priority than the absolute error and this priority has a
strong inuence on the interpretation of such error. The graphic presentation of
errors is like following: the distortion error will be show by a vector map and
the absolute error by a contour map. Then the best region to measure a speci�c
object is obtain by the analysis on graphic presentation.
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Appendix

Proof of Formula.

Consider the �gure below:
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By Pit�agoras, we have

x2 + y2 = r2:

Therefore, r =
p
x2 + y2.

Doing S = y

r
= yp

x2+y2
, onde S = sen(�) e C = x

r
= xp

x2+y2
, onde

C = cos(�), at that time, we have that C2 + S2 = 1. Thus, S2 = 1� C2.

And doing � = C2, we weigh

V = ��x+(1��)�y = C2�x+S2�y = (
xp

x2 + y2
)2�x+(

yp
x2 + y2

)2�y =
x3 + y3

x2 + y2
:

Therefore, in the case of the interval vectors, we have the semi-diameter
weighed by

"(i;j) =
�3xi + �3yj

�2xi + �2yj
:
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